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SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes the progress made to date in developing a Mobility Fee District for downtown Frederick,
Maryland. It builds upon the concepts presented to the Frederick Mayor and Alderman in their APFO
worksession on December 14, 2019 (and specifically the White Paper included in pages 31-46 of the
worksession packet.
During the past several months, Renaissance Planning has worked with the City of Frederick staff and
engaged with key stakeholders to revise the concepts presented in the December 2019 White Paper. The
recommendations described in this report are described as “draft recommendations”, but more accurately
reflect the current thinking based on the first round of stakeholder engagement. After a second round of
feedback, these concepts may be further refined.
Most jurisdictions nationwide have adopted requirements for new development applications to conduct a
Transportation Impact Analysis (TIA) that assesses the degree of additional travel demand generated by the
proposed development and recommended applicant actions to alleviate any adverse impacts associated
with the proposed development. The TIA approach was designed for greenfield development, but in urban
areas the conventional TIA approach often results in recommended solutions that are impractical or
undesirable due to right-of-way constraints or a traditional focus on auto-centric solutions in urban contexts
where multimodal needs are paramount.
Many jurisdictions are changing the way they do business in urban areas, selecting a “pro-rata share district”
approach to development application reviews in which mobility needs are considered districtwide and the
responsibility for private sector involvement is defined based on proportional contributions to address
districtwide needs rather than evaluating the impacts of each application independently. Often, the private
sector responsibility takes the form of an applicant payment. The term “mobility fee” is an emerging term
of art that describes this type of pro-rata share district.
In simplest terms, pro-rata share districts assess development application impacts according to a three-step
formula expressed as:

Mobility Fee = (A/B) * C
where:
•

A is the cost of transportation system improvements needed to accommodate the demand
generated by expected land development,

•

B is a measure of the demand generated by that expected land development, and

•

C is a policy decision regarding the balance of private-sector and public-sector responsibility in
providing the improvements in item A.

This basic pro-rata share formula is quite simple, but the details of components A, B, and C vary substantially
from place to place and need to be developed through a public process that considers the interests of all
stakeholders.
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The City of Frederick Mayor and Alderman have directed city staff to pursue a mobility fee approach as part
of comprehensive amendments to the city’s Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance (APFO), with examination
of one or more Mobility Fee Districts to be established. This report outlines proposed Mobility Fee District
scope elements, including:
•

District boundaries, to generally encompass the downtown historic district but also considering
measures of walkability and right-of-way constraints,

•

Candidate project improvement types, based on review of CIP and planning documents (component
A in the above formula),

•

Estimates of forecast development totals, and the travel demand generated by new development
(component B in the above formula),

•

Fee bases, including a one-time payment based on peak hour vehicle trip generation (component C
in the above formula),

•

Mobility fee administration and District monitoring and refinement, and

•

Ongoing stakeholder engagement.

The objective of this report is twofold:
•

to describe a range of reasonable options for establishing a Mobility Fee District, and

•

to outline the necessary steps and timeframes that can serve as a scope for subsequent
administrative and technical activities.

Section 2 of the report provides an overview of the Mobility Fee District concept and summarizes the findings
in tabular format. The remaining sections of the report provide additional supporting context and examples
for each of the topics in the bullet list above.
SECTION 2: MOBILITY FEE DISTRICT SUMMARY
Like all elements of land use and transportation planning policy, the successful development of a Mobility
Fee District requires a general level of acceptance by stakeholders, sufficient to allow decisionmakers to
implement the approach as beneficial to the common good. The amount of effort needed to gain that level
of acceptance is a function of the degree of consensus among stakeholders that a change is needed and
that the proposed elements of the fee are understandable and equitable.
We understand that a general consensus already exists among many stakeholders in Frederick that a change
is needed to shift from the traditional Transportation Impact Study approach to a Mobility Fee District
approach within downtown Frederick. The implementation of the Mobility Fee District involves stakeholder
consideration of the logic and equity associated with the various Mobility Fee District elements described in
this report. Table 1 summarizes the element contents highlighting the straw-man recommendations and
alternative options described in the following sections.
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Table 1. Summary of Mobility Fee District Elements

Section

Mobility Fee
District
Element

Draft Recommendation

3

District
boundaries

Generally framed by the historic district but amended with
stakeholder and staff input

4

Candidate
Itemized list of planned and committed local capital
improvements
improvements
(Step A)

5

Forecast
development
demand (Step
B)

Assessment of anticipated development yields influenced by
concurrent planning and zoning updates

6

Basis for
mobility fee
(Steps B and
C)

PM peak hour vehicle trip generation, converted to rates per
dwelling unit and square footage of commercial development

7

District
management
Establish the Mobility Fee District within City Departments
and
administration

8

Stakeholder
engagement

Informal stakeholder engagement followed by Mayor and Board
worksessions

SECTION 3. DISTRICT BOUNDARIES
The basic tenet of a Mobility Fee District is that development applications for properties within the district are
subject to the mobility fee in lieu of conducting a TIA whereas applications for properties outside the district
are subject to the conventional APFO and TIA. The boundaries of the Mobility Fee District should incorporate
the following objectives:
•

Describe a geographic area where most constituents are vested in a common vision for the planned
land use and transportation system

•

Incorporate reasonably certain forecasts for both land development and transportation system
needs over a mid-term to long-term horizon (15 to 25 years).

•

Provide a logical boundary from the perspective of access to and use of the local transportation
network.

A shared vision for both the process and desired outcome for a pro-rata share district is instrumental for prorata share district success, for several reasons. First, a shared vision for the future of the district is important
to helping stakeholders understand the purpose and function of the district. Second, there should be a
general agreement among stakeholders in the district that the conventional TIA process is not effectively
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delivering desired results. And finally, pro-rata share districts are most effective when their identity is
sufficiently understood to help cultivate local champions who will constructively monitor implementation
progress over time.
These objectives might best be illustrated with two comparative examples. First, a pro-rata share district is
nominally similar to a jurisdiction-wide transportation impact fee (or tax). Both pro-rata share districts and
jurisdiction wide fees share the same basic formula (A/B times C) for the purposes of establishing a nexus
for the charge. However, impact fees and taxes are often viewed as a system “hook-up charge” and are
supplemented by a conventional TIA to address localized improvements. The funds collected by impact fees
and taxes are generally distributed across the jurisdiction based on areawide needs, removing the localized
connection between the impact fee and local community needs. Therefore, it is often challenging for
communities to feel comfortable abandoning a TIA approach without a greater commitment to a pro-rata
share district that commits funding to local projects rather than following jurisdiction-wide priorities.
A second comparison can be made to the development of comprehensive plans. Most jurisdictions nationally
maintain a comprehensive plan (often for compliance with state regulatory requirements) and many planning
and zoning updates of an administrative nature are readily adopted on a jurisdiction-wide basis. However,
when substantive planning and zoning changes are required, most jurisdictions find that small area plans or
sector plans are the most effective way to both analyze the effects associated with those changes and
develop consensus on solutions within a small area plan context where constituents have a common sense
of identity and purpose. In fact, pro-rata share districts are often logically developed as an implementation
element of the comprehensive plan process. For example, Portland, Oregon regularly updates several small
area plans with associated pro-rata share districts (their term of art is a “System Development Charge”) on a
regular basis. And Montgomery County, MD established their two pro-rata share districts in White Flint and
White Oak in conjunction with small area plan amendments that substantially changed land use and
transportation system expectations.
In general, pro-rata share districts need to be large enough to reflect a critical mass of both transportation
system needs and forecast development growth, yet small enough to engender the shared identity and vision.
The pro-rata share district should encompass areas where development consistent with that vision is
expected and encouraged. The project team considered application of several pre-existing definitions in
developing the proposed Mobility Fee District boundary.
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HISTORIC DISTRICT OPTION
The Frederick Historic District could be one logical
boundary for the Mobility Fee District as historic
preservation is a key community interest in fostering
redevelopment and infill development in a manner that
does not require any right-of-way acquisition. Error!
Reference source not found. shows the Historic District
boundaries.
Through stakeholder outreach, the project team found
that the Historic District logically includes areas such as
Mount Olivet Cemetery that are both beyond the
established influence of downtown and will not be
subject to redevelopment,

Figure 1. Historic District Boundaries

CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT OPTION
Figure 2 shows the city’s Small Area Plan boundaries,
with the Central Business District generally aligned with
the Historic District boundary. The primary value of
aligning pro-rata share districts with small area plan
boundaries is the ability to consider changes to planning
and implementation simultaneously.

Figure 2. Small Area Plan Boundaries
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MULTIMODAL ACCESSIBILITY OPTION
A common element of many pro-rata share districts is
the focus on multimodal placemaking where travel
demand can be accommodated by a variety of short
trips by any mode due to a robust street grid and a wide
range of potential destinations in close proximity.
Multimodal accessibility metrics, describing the
number of potential destinations within a given travel
budget, can help illustrate the degree with which
different parts of the city are well served by an
interconnected street network and supportive land
uses. Figure 3 shows the number of retail and service
businesses accessible in a short walking distance
(defined by the MWCOG regional household survey
patterns) from various points in the vicinity of
downtown Frederick, demonstrating the degree to
which land use and transportation are centered within
the CBD.
Figure 3. Focus on walk accessibility

DEVELOPMENT OF PROPSED BOUNDARY
All three of the prior considerations demonstrate the
value that downtown Frederick provides as a cultural
and economic destination, and all three suggest
slightly different variations on a common downtown
theme. Another element of a pro-rata share district
is the value of defining boundaries along logical
paths so that there are a minimum amount of “close
plays” in which the boundary could be extended to
include or exclude any given property. These
judgment calls are best made in conjunction with a
stakeholder group that recognizes both economic
and policy dynamics for making those calls on the
close plays.
Figure 4 shows the initial boundary proposed for the
Mobility Fee District in December 2019. This was used
as a starting point for conversations with
stakeholders and staff. This proposal generally
follows the historic district boundary along the
northern and western edges, reflecting the degree to
which individual parcels have already been
incorporated into a special district. Two notable
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Figure 4. December 2019 Concept for Mobility Fee District

exceptions occur on the eastern and southern edges. To the east, the potential district boundary expands to
incorporate previously developed industrial properties that are candidates for redevelopment and have
general urban characteristics similar to those in the historic district. On the south side, the historic district
encompasses more stable, public properties such as the Maryland School for the Deaf and Mount Olivet
cemetery that would not add value to the district purpose, and so the southern boundary follows South Street
instead.
In discussions with stakeholders and staff, adjustments were made to the preliminary proposal. There was
general interest in East Street between 7th/Delaware, but no specific proposed adjustments were made. The
northern edge was expanded north to 9th Street. The northern portion of the eastern edge was adjusted to
connect E. 7th Street and follow Church Street south. The southern portion of the eastern edge was expanded
to follow E. Patrick Street. to Hamilton Avenue to South Street. Finally, the southwestern boundary was
simplified and expanded west, following W. South Street to College Terrace to Carroll Parkway.
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Figure 5. Proposed Mobility Fee District Boundary
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SECTION 4. CANDIDATE IMPROVEMENTS
In the basic pro-rata share formula of (A/B times C), the A component is the cost of candidate transportation
system improvements. This section describes some of the key elements to be considered in defining
candidate improvements, including geographic boundaries, funding sources, and consideration of a range of
capital and operating costs.
GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES
While pro-rata share districts generally have a fixed boundary defining whether each property is subject to
its APFO requirements, the candidate projects to be funded by the district need not necessarily be located
within the same boundary. They should, however, have a logical nexus to the successful functioning of the
district.
FUNDING SOURCES
Should the candidate improvements include local projects only, or also those funded substantially by state
or federal funding? This decision should be made in concert with state implementation agencies depending
on the importance of the improvement to localized success and the relative level of certainty associated with
costs and timeframes. For example, Montgomery County incorporated the MD 355 BRT project, expected to
include state and federal funding, in its capital cost analysis due to the importance of the roadway redesign
and reconstruction in both the transportation system performance and urban design objectives of the White
Flint Sector Plan. For White Oak, however, the County opted to exclude the US 29 BRT costs from the prorata share district and focus on “Local Area Transportation Improvement Program” (LATIP) due to relative
uncertainty about BRT functionality and design as well as the fact that the BRT was not integral to the mixeduse urban areas in the sector plan.
CAPITAL AND OPERATING COST CONSIDERATIONS
Both APFO and pro-rata share districts have emerged from the philosophy of transportation/land-use
concurrency, the notion that as new land development increases demand, the private sector bears some
responsibility for creating the transportation system capacity to accommodate that demand. This general
practice has considered a one-time creation of capacity as satisfaction of APFO or concurrency, and the
process has generally been successful in considering auto-oriented, greenfield development. As
communities have evolved into second-generation or third-generation waves of redevelopment, there is an
increased sensitivity that some mobility services such as transit or shared-economy modes such as
bikesharing may have high operating-to-capital cost ratios, and an appreciation for life-cycle costing for
system replacement. Several jurisdictions are experimenting with innovative approaches for using mobility
fees to fund transit improvements.
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION
The identification of candidate improvements benefits from a collaborative approach to districtwide visioning
and implementation, combining initiatives already developed with brainstorming on additional needs. The
visioning and brainstorming should consider the safety and quality of service desired for all modes and the
types of improvements that best achieve those objectives. For the purposes of this report, the straw-man
example developed in “Section 9. Example Calculations” focuses on a half-dozen examples relatively quickly
identified with a focus on capital expenditures within, or within walking distance of, the District. While the
straw-man doesn’t incorporate operational costs explicitly, it does consider potential additions to the CIP
listing (signal system upgrades and a bikeshare system) that would help improve multimodal efficiency.
SECTION 5. FORECAST DEMAND FROM NEW DEVELOPMENT
The forecast demand for new development informs Part B of the basic pro-rata share equation. The focus
on new development over a foreseeable timeframe provides the logical nexus between the amount of
increased travel activity expected in the District and the candidate improvements that will help accommodate
that demand. It is important to base the forecast demand on a source that is reasonably authoritative,
sufficiently long-term to reflect economic growth beyond the individual development proposals already
known, and replicable over time for periodic updates to the mobility fee to recalibrate and refresh economic
growth assumptions.
MWCOG COOPERATIVE FORECASTS
The MWCOG Cooperative Forecasts used
for regional planning purposes provided
one potential source for forecast
development growth that met each of the
desired criteria for authority, timeframe,
and replicability. At the same time, these
forecasts are limited by the fact that they
are generally not sufficiently granular,
either geographically or functionally, to
serve as the basis for the mobility fee.
Figure 6 shows the Transportation Analysis
Zone (TAZ) boundaries used in the
develpoment of the MWCOG forecasts,
demonstrating the degree to which
portions of downtown Frederick is
combined with larger developable areas in
East Frederick Rising and with residential
neighborhoods to the west

Figure 6. Transportation Analysis Zone Boundaries

The Round 9.1 forecasts available from MWCOG are slightly dated, both chronologically and functionally. For
instance, conversations are now occurring regarding the potential for removal of density limits within the
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Central Business District. Further, due to inconsistencies between MWCOG zone boundaries and the proposed
Mobility Fee District, it is not possible precisely split TAZs at the District boundary. Therefore, while Round 9.1
forecasts are a valuable resource, they are not suitable for direct estimation of growth in the District.
DEVELOPMENT OF LAND USE SCENARIO
A parcel-based approach was developed to
estimate future land use scenarios in the
proposed Mobility Fee District. The analysis
approach consisted of three steps. First, parcellevel building data was used to generate base
population, household, and employment
conditions. Second, an inventory of pipeline
development projects was conducted and
incorporated into the base. Finally, additional
allocations beyond pipeline projects were
conducted to develop three infill scenarios that Figure 7 Future Land Use Concept
resulted in minimum generalized floor-to-area
ratios (FAR) of .25 at the Census block level. This concept is illustrated in Figure 7. The output of this analysis
is three future land use scenarios: residential emphasis, commercial emphasis, and blended. The following
sections review each analysis component in greater detail.
ESTIMATING BASE CONDITIONS
Parcel-level data was used to estimate current dwelling units and employment based on livable square
footage information contained in the parcel dataset. Dwelling units per square feet were estimated for
residential parcels based on DU/sq. ft. parameters representing single-family and multi-family housing
obtained from MWCOG Round 91 documentation. The resulting dwelling unit estimate per parcel was then
converted to a population estimate using the Round 91 persons per household rate from the TAZ that each
individual parcel is situated in. Base employment was estimated using a similar method. First, each parcel
was categorizing based on its land use designation into the employment categories contained din the MWCOG
Round 91 model: commercial, retail, office, and other. Employee per square foot parameters for each
employment category were applied per parcel to estimate employment. Parameters applied to estimate both
population and employment were validated by testing the parcel-level approach at the whole TAZ-level for
all zones that intersect with the Mobility Fee District. The results of this compared to MWCOG validated the
approach. Finally, estimated dwelling unit, population, and employment estimate for each parcel were
summarized to the Census block level, where the remaining analysis steps were conducted.
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Figure 8 Base Activity Unit Density

INCORPORATING PIPELINE DEVELOPMENT
A survey of city, county, and economic development planning documents was conducted to identify pipeline
development project in the proposed District. Findings of this survey were reviewed with city staff to develop
a final pipeline project estimate. Each project was geocoded, and the associated employment, household,
and population increase anticipated with each project was added to the total population and employment
estimate for the Census block that the development project was located within. In cases where development
documents did not discuss anticipated households or jobs, building the same approach implemented in
developing the base scenario was used to estimate pipeline population and employment from building square
footage estimates. The result of this analysis step was an estimate of population, dwelling units, and
employment for the base plus pipeline development for all blocks in the District.
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Figure 9 Pipeline Development Projects Identified
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Figure 10 Pipeline Activity Unity Density (Base + Pipeline)

ANTICIPATED INFILL SCENARIOS
Three infill scenarios were developed to represent growth beyond the pipeline scenario. An infill target of .25
FAR was selected based on its usage in the Planned Mixed Use District in the City of Frederick Land
Management Code. In this approach, all Census blocks received infill allocations to bring their areawide FAR
to .25. If a block in the pipeline scenario was already at .25 FAR or above, no additional allocation was made.
Two allocation scenarios were developed to bring all blocks to a minimum of .25 FAR: a commercial heavy
and residential heavy allocation approach. Finally, these two approaches were blended to create a third
balanced scenario. The output of this scenario was three infill scenarios that represent additional
development beyond the pipeline scenario.
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Figure 11 Future Activity Unit Density

SECTION 6. BASIS FOR MOBILITY FEE
The basis for the mobility fee calculations includes fine-tuning assumptions about the demand generated by
forecast development and the degree of partnership between the public sector and private sector.
DEFINING DEMAND
There are three basic components for defining the basis of demand for which the mobility fee will be
assessed:
•

Time period (peak hour/peak period/daily, etc.),

•

Mode (persons/vehicles, etc.), and

•

Unit (trips or miles of travel).

There are symbolic and technical advantages and disadvantages to each of these choices. From a symbolic
perspective, the primary objective in establishing a multimodal pro-rata share district is to reflect the need
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to accommodate demand regardless of mode, and person-miles of travel may therefore appear to be the
“purest” form of demand on which to assess a mobility fee. However, the practice of estimating person-trip
generation is relatively new, whereas the practice of estimating vehicle trip generation has decades of
authoritative practice led by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE). Similarly, for a compact area
such as the Frederick Historic District, trip length is of limited technical value as most non-motorized trips
will generally stay in or near the Mobility Fee District and most motorized trips (whether by car, goods
movement delivery vehicle, or transit) are likely to extend beyond the district boundaries. Therefore,
estimates of vehicle trip generation are a fairly practical surrogate for person travel within downtown
Frederick.
SELECTING A UNIT OF DEVELOPMENT OR A UNIT OF DEMAND
One key question is whether to establish the fee in the form of the unit of demand (e.g., PM peak hour vehicle
trips or daily VMT) or to convert the basis to a unit of development (e.g., dwelling units or square feet of
commercial space). The conversion to a unit of development is generally favored due to the simplicity and
predictability it provides for both applicant and reviewers/administrators. The primary advantage of retaining
the demand-based value is if one objective is to incentivize applicants to pursue innovative Travel Demand
Management (TDM) strategies that would reduce the cost of their mobility fee.
PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR PARTICIPATION
The candidate improvements provide benefit to existing residents, businesses, and visitors in addition to
helping accommodate future growth. Pro-rata share districts recognize that the development of a future
vision is a partnership between the private and public sector. One of the key policy decisions in establishing
a pro-rata share district is the right level of public and private partnership. Defining this level requires
consideration of equitable conditions in the District that go beyond the narrow arithmetical calculations
outlined in the previous paragraphs and often incorporates broader policy decisions in accomplishing
citywide strategic goals. For instance, if one strategic goal is to increase the mix of residents and businesses
in a central business district, a policy may be developed that reduces the pro-rata share for residential
development as compared with business development, and supporting analyses regarding the benefits of
development diversity (creating a better balance of origins and destinations) can be developed to help
support that policy decision.
SECTION 7. DISTRICT MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION
Mobility Fee District administration and management serves three primary functions:
•

Administer and allocate mobility fee revenues,

•

Champion system implementation, and

•

Manage periodic updates to the mobility fee process as the District matures over time.

The two basic decisions in management and administration are the correct entity or entities to manage the
District (in partnership with supporting agencies) and the process and timeframe for periodic updates.
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ADMINISTRATIVE ENTITY
A Mobility Fee District needs to have the authority to conduct the APFO finding, collect fees, administer the
fee spending, and monitor implementation progress. Several options exist for administering an APFO, and
the right choice depends on the degree to which the mobility fee district will be integrated across related
planning, public works, and economic development objectives in the City’s strategic plan.
The City may choose to embed the APFO within an existing City department or division, create a new
department, or partner with another public or quasi-public agency to manage and administer the mobility fee
process. Because the mobility fee is associated with land development and APFO findings, the Planning
Department may be the most logical home for a mobility fee district. From a purely administrative
perspective, the straw-man District envisioned in this report would be primarily concerned with fee collection
and distribution to the public works department, so a strong interdepartmental partnership for monitoring
and budgeting purposes is desirable.
An effective pro-rata share district also conducts continuing stakeholder engagement. From an APFO
perspective, the City makes a commitment through the District to implement the candidate improvement
projects in a timely manner as development occurs, so that regular monitoring of both fiscal status and
project delivery is an important part of reporting, linked to the City’s regular budgetary calendar. A corporation
such as the Downtown Frederick Partnership could be a candidate for mobility fee management, or at least
a strong partner in communicating and monitoring District implementation success.
Regardless of the entity that ultimately manages and administers the district, budgetary allowances are
required to both cultivate necessary staff capacity (both in terms of staff hours as well as in terms of required
skillsets) and, typically, to forward-fund candidate improvement projects. Project funding may be developed
through general obligation bonds or innovative financing methods such as tax increment financing or similar
tools.
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MONITORING AND REFINEMENT
Pro-rata share districts always reflect a snapshot in time, with a recognition that no community ever truly
reaches a static, built-out condition. Rather, a pro-rata share district needs to evolve as the community
evolves, and the monitoring and refinement process is an important element to ensure that the pro-rata
share district itself is sustainable.
Depending on the objectives and mission of the District, the monitoring process is an opportunity to identify
progress on broader strategic objectives beyond the collection/allocation of project funds and the status of
project delivery. For instance, if the community is concerned about transportation mobility, access, or safety
issues, the monitoring process can provide timely updates on trendlines for indicators such as cordon line
volumes, observed mode shares, crash histories, or property values and tax receipts.
The monitoring and updating process should be conducted on a regular basis. Monitoring should occur as
part of the City’s regular budgetary cycles. Updates to the mobility fee construct should be conducted less
frequently to maintain predictability for development applicants, but some suggested timeframes would
include synchronization with:
•

Election cycles (for instance, Montgomery County reviews their APFO process every four years to
allow each new administration to exercise their policy judgment),

•

Comprehensive plan updates (regular six-year intervals as required by law), or

•

Small Area Plan updates (which may not occur on regular cycles and are typically predicated by a
need to change development policies).

SECTION 8. STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
Due to the restrictions imposed by COVID-19, outreach to key stakeholders has taken place with virtual
meetings facilitated by teleconference. In addition to City staff, the following online conversations have
taken place:
•

The City Bicycle-Pedestrian Advisory Council (BPAC) Chair (4/29)

•

Maryland SHA (5/7)

•

Downtown Frederick (5/7)

•

Neighborhood Advisory Council (NAC) 11 representatives (5/19)

•

Frederick County Building Industry Association Land Use Council (5/28)

•

BPAC (6/2)

These discussions helped stakeholders become familiar with the processes involved and support the
cultivation of champions for the approach in the public hearings needed to establish the Mobility Fee District.
This report serves to inform a series of meetings scheduled on August 19 and August 21 for these key
stakeholders, as well as representatives from NACs 6/9, 7, and 10.
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SECTION 9. EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS
This section provides a quick-response example of how the mobility fee calculations could be developed
using readily available information, walking through the elements for:
•

Candidate improvements (Part A),

•

Development generated demand (Part B), and

•

Public/private participation (Part C).

PART A: CANDIDATE IMPROVEMENTS
The stakeholder engagement process generated significant interest in a variety of transportation
improvements that might be considered for funding by Mobility Fee revenues.
Figure 12 summarizes these transportation improvement types and describes the benefits they would provide
along with the concerns related to either certainty or the demonstration of a rational nexus for
accommodating additional multimodal travel demand.:
•

The first five types of improvements have a strong nexus for multimodal travel demand generated
by future development in downtown Frederick and are part of the mobility fee calculations described
in this report

•

The second five types of improvements are valuable for improving the quality of the multimodal
experience in downtown Frederick, but either have a weaker rational nexus to mobility needs to
accommodate growth or have other concerns regarding facility definition or permanence. These
improvements are not included in the calculations presented in this report.
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Type of Improvement

Benefits

Complete sidewalk gaps

Increases measurable sidewalk
facility mileage / capacity

Include in Mobility Fee calculations

Downtown bike lane network

Increases measurable bicycle
facility mileage / capacity

Include in Mobility Fee calculations

East Street CIP proposal

Completes sidewalk gaps,
provides opportunity for
multimodal capacity

Uncertain status / details

Include (southern portion) in
Mobility Fee calculations

Pilot program for micromobility
services

Provides measurable level of
capacity improvement

Uncertain status / details

Include in Mobility Fee calculations

Traffic signal system upgrade to
adaptive control

Efficiency provides additional
capacity for all modes

Alley pedestrian striping

Improves safety and quality of
service

Does not change basic mobility
(unless critical gaps are missing
and deemed hazardous)

Continue implementation as other
resources permit

Improve sidewalk quality

May incentivize walking

Requires judgment of quality

Consider other district funding
mechanisms

Sidewalk maintenance

Improves safety and quality of
service

Maintenance not consistent with
accommodating new demand

Consider other district funding
mechanisms

Transit services to Shady Grove /
points south

Provides measurable level of
transit capacity

Blending capital/operating costs,
limited nexus for Downtown
Frederick users

Consider implementation as other
resources permit

Transit shelters

Improves safety and quality of
service

Uncertainty of facility permanence

Consider implementation as other
resources permit

Concerns

Recommendation

Include in Mobility Fee calculations

Figure 12. Candidate Transportation Project Types

Figure 13 shows the estimated costs for each of the five project types and their assumed share to be funded
by mobility fee district revenues. The total estimated mobility fee costs are roughly $9.3M.

Pilot micromobility program (15 stations and 100 bicycles
Traffic signal system upgrade to adaptive control
East Street roadway reconstruction (Market - Fifth)
Complete Districtwide sidewalk gaps
Develop Districtwide on-street bicycle network

Total City Share

Estimated
Mobility Fee
District Share

District Cost

$750,000
$800,000
$7,700,000
$2,458,287
$1,414,826

100%
100%
50%
100%
100%

$750,000
$800,000
$3,850,000
$2,458,287
$1,414,826

TOTAL

$9,273,113

Figure 13. Transportation Project Estimated Costs

Each of the proposed improvement types are briefly described in the following paragraphs.
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EAST STREET PROPOSED CIP
The adopted 2021-2026 CIP contains
project
320036,
which
includes
rebuilding roadway facilities along the
corridor, with an estimated $500K for
planning and engineering in FY 22. The
project runs 1.1 miles, from 5th to Market
Streets. In order to maintain a mobility
fee nexus, 50% of the project (from 5th
Street to Delaware Road) is included in
the fee calculation. The unit cost of the
portion included in the District is
assumed at $7.7M / mile total project
cost, based on Florida DOT unit cost
estimates for similar project types, and
generally consistent with the $500K
estimate for planning and engineering.

Figure 14. Elements of Proposed East Street CIP

PEDESTRIAN NETWORK
The City of Frederick developed a spatial catalog of pedestrian network gaps. From this dataset, the total
linear footage of sidewalk gaps in the District was calculated. This analysis found 3.86 miles of sidewalk gaps
in the District. However, as the E. Street Corridor is a separate CIP project, 0.76 linear mileage reduced from
the total amount. A rate of $792K per mile 1 for the cost of adding a concrete sidewalk with curb was used to
estimate the total cost of sidewalk improvements in the District.

“Costs for Pedestrian and Bicyclist Infrastructure Improvements A Resource for Researchers, Engineers, Planners, and the General
Public.” http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/cms/downloads/Countermeasure_Costs_Summary_Oct2013.pdf
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Figure 15 Pedestrian Gaps

BICYCLE NETWORK
A network of procedurally generated bicycle facilities, developed by city staff, was used to identify the
number of miles of planned protected bicycle lanes in the district. The dataset is not intended to map specific
routes. Rather, its purpose is to outline potential corridors of improvements. Therefore, the dataset is suitable
for identifying linear mileage of bicycle facilities. In cases where the mobility fee district boundary ran along
the same street as a planned bicycle facility, the bicycle facility was included in the count. This analysis
identified a network of 10.11 miles of separated/buffered bike lanes in the District. A unit cost of $140K / mile 2
was applied to identify the total cost of implementing the bicycle network. While the cost of bicycle facilities
can vary widely, a unit cost estimate that represents more than thermoplastics but less than resurfacing was
selected.

2

“Costs for Pedestrian and Bicyclist Infrastructure Improvements A Resource for Researchers, Engineers, Planners, and the General
Public.” http://www.pedbikeinfo.org/cms/downloads/Countermeasure_Costs_Summary_Oct2013.pdf
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Figure 16 Procedural Bike Network

MICROMOBILITY PILOT
The term “micromobility” describes the emerging trend of shared conveyances, most typically bicycles and
scooters, that are available for short-term rentals and either propelled by human power or low-power motors
with maximum speeds typically in the range of 10 to 12 miles per hour. These micromobility options typically
expand transportation capacity in compact city centers and tend to influence some shift from all existing
modes (walking, driving, transit) as well as accommodate some new trips that would not otherwise have been
made. The city comprehensive plan recommends developing a pilot program for a micromobility program
such as the bikeshare concept that has been the subject of prior studies in Frederick during the past decade.
The mobility fee funding assumes a pilot of 15 bikeshare stations and 100 bicycles with an estimated $40K
per bikeshare station and $1500 per bicycle based on rough estimates used by Capital Bikeshare in
Washington DC.
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ADAPTIVE SIGNAL CONTROL
Mobility for all modes in downtown Frederick can be enhanced by improved traffic operations. An adaptive
signal control system can reduce delays for all types of on-road vehicles (including cars, trucks, buses, and
bicycles) as well as improve responsiveness for pedestrian crossings at signalized intersections. An
estimated $40K per intersection to implement an adaptive traffic signal control system at 20 downtown
intersections based on information from the USDOT ITS Joint Program Office.
PART B: DEVELOPMENT GENERATED DEMAND
Based on the levels of development presented, Figure 17 through Figure 19 present the peak hour vehicular
travel demand and per-unit cost estimates for the three development scenarios . Figure 20 provides a sideby-side comparison of the three scenarios, along with the values described in the December 2019 White
Paper.

Figure 17. Candidate project costs for Residential Emphasis scenario
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Figure 18. Candidate project costs for Commercial Emphasis scenario

Figure 19. Candidate project costs for Balanced Emphasis scenario.

The following tables provides a comparison of the three development scenarios. This table shows sensitivity
to input assumptions considering total development, balance of jobs and housing, and cost of transportation
improvements.
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Figure 20. Comparison of candidate project costs for three development scenarios

The comparison of the three scenarios demonstrates several key findings from the work performed to date:
•

The stakeholder engagement resulted in identification of several useful changes to the assumed
candidate transportation elements to be funded as part of the Mobility Fee District, increasing the
assumed cost from $5.2M in the December 2019 White Paper to $9.3M under the current thinking.
Several additional improvements suggested by stakeholders are not included in these costs due to
concerns regarding nexus, predictability, or permanence.

•

The evaluation of different land use scenarios demonstrates that:
o Commercial development generates higher levels of peak period traffic on a per-square foot
basis than does residential development (even when pass-by trips are accounted for),
o Because the desired transportation system needs are not dependent on development
details, the unit fees per development type are lower when the level of trip intensity resulting
from assumed development totals is higher (as in the employment emphasis scenario).

•

The balanced development scenario appears to be a logical, and desirable, basis for fee
establishment.

PART C: PRIVATE AND PUBLIC SECTOR PARTICIPATION
Figure 21 provides an example of the fee results that would be created for the balanced development scenario
with a range of private sector participation rates from 0% (public sector assumes all burden) to 100% (private
sector assumes all burden). To avoid double-counting, pro-rata share districts may also incorporate
discounts for related charges (for instance if an ad valorem tax includes a similar surcharge for transportation
system expansion) or issue credits for developer direct participation in a project (i.e., through construction or
right-of-way dedication)
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Figure 21. Private Sector Participation Examples for Scenario 3

Once these sorts of bottom-line numbers are generated, it is common for some reviewers to experience what
might be described as sticker shock. A common question initial question is, “regardless of the detailed math,
what’s an equitable amount to charge the private sector that will have desired effects on economic
development and quality of place?” The right answer is very context sensitive. As previously noted, this
straw-man calculation provides an example of how the Mobility Fee District could be established, but it is
merely a starting point for stakeholder and decisionmaker collaboration. One useful source for pricing
context is the Duncan Associates annual nationwide impact fee survey demonstrating the wide range of fees
nationwide, with differences often varying across jurisdictions by roughly a factor of ten. For example,
multifamily residential unit road impact fees typically range from several hundred dollars to several thousand
dollars and commercial building road impact fees are most commonly observed in the range of $1 to $10 per
square foot.
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SECTION 10. NEXT STEPS
This report summarizes the “current thinking” for establishing a pro-rata share district for downtown
Frederick. The primary audience for this report are those stakeholders who have contributed ideas toward
the development of these draft recommendations. The next steps in the establishment of the mobility fee
include:
•

Conduct follow-up stakeholder conversations in August, 2020

•

Develop remaining recommendations regarding track-changes to the APFO and City management
and administrative details

•

Refine the current thinking as appropriate to shift the presentation of materials from “current
thinking” to more affirmative draft recommendations

•

Hold Mayor and Alderman worksession on the draft recommendations

•

Conduct additional stakeholder outreach as needed to refine the recommendations based on the
Mayor and Alderman worksession

•

Hold public hearing(s) to adopt the Mobility Fee District.

Figure 22 shows the overall project schedule, with adoption of the Mobility Fee anticipated toward the end of
calendar year 2020.

Task

Confirm details of approach

2

Define development details

3

Define candidate transportation system
improvements

4

Stakeholder engagement

5

Calculate and document fee proposal(s)

7

Develop draft APFO revisions and city
processes (and draft report)
Mayor and Alderman sessions (and final
report)
Staff / consultant efforts
Public engagement waves
Mayor & Alderman worksessions

Figure 22. Project schedule
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17-Nov

3-Nov

20-Oct

6-Oct

22-Sep

8-Sep

25-Aug

11-Aug

28-Jul

14-Jul

30-Jun

16-Jun

2-Jun

19-May

5-May

21-Apr

7-Apr

24-Mar

10-Mar

25-Feb

11-Feb

28-Jan

14-Jan

Description

1

6

7-Dec

23-Nov
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